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On

July 6, 1959, I found myself in jail in Omaha,
Nebraska. Having lived for over seventy years without ever
being in jail before, I have been asked to explain. Many
men who, for w e teason or another, have to beg for their
daily bread have this experience often. But I, who had
never been really hungry in my life and had lived by the
accepted rules of society . t
Yet this did not just happen. It came after years of travail of spirit, and if I was foolish w unwise, it may be partly
because, as a friend once said to me, m e e is the most
neiive person 1 have ever known!' But it just might be for
some better reason, and I'd like to see if I can explain
it in a way that may make sense to some who are more
sophisticatcd.
Just before going to Omaha, I had written to my three

..

d l d m that I was going out to help a group of people
who were planning to protest the camtnrction of a missie
site. I said that I did not yet know what I myself would do
there, but felt that I could probabIy be usefu1 in some way,
p h a p drive a car or help with the accounts.
I arrived at Omaha late Saturday night, June 19. The
o p i n g public meeting of the project called Onsaha Action
was 8cMW to be held that night at the YMCA, I went
directly t h e and found that the clerk at the desk knew
nothing of the meeting. But, when I pre&sed him more,
he did admit that he knew of one that was being held at a
hotel not far away. His manner, tugether with the change
of place, gave me my 6rst evidence that thing were not
going to be entirely smooth.
At the hotel, where the meeting waa already nearly over,
there was an atmosphere of tension. In spite of considerable advertising, only about thirty pople had come, and
half d them were from om own p u p . The report- who
were there took piof the empty chairs and called
special attention to the fact that very few Omaha people
attended. It was clear that we were not king welcomed to
Omaha. (Well, why should we be?)
A few days earlier, the one local paper had published a
long editorid which attacked om of our members who had
mbeen a T-te,
and failed to mention that tbis connection had been repudiated m y years ago. Thus the
fitage was set for fear;no church in the city was found win-

ingtoBearanyofus.

&day morning, m e of ow group of about fifteea went
to hand out our Omah Action leaflets w the streets; others
attended c h d services. T went to the small Friends Meeting held in the YMCA,and found there some cousins who
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were sympathetic and did what they could to help us
throughout ow stay. Tn the &mom, we met in an a c e
that had been rented when ihe forerunnets of the Action
first arrived, and there made plans for the next few days.
We divided into two groups, one group to go to Lto,colu
and walk the forty miIes from there to the Mead Ordnance
Base, the other to remain in Omaha overnight and, on
Monday morning, start walking the thirty mil.- to the same

=P

Three days were dotted for this march. I was errand boy
for the Omaha contingent, taking them food and their deep
ing equipment at proper hours, and h d h g them places to
sleep. This latter job proved to be another eyfor
me. We were in open country, with many beautiful farms
and farm homes, the kind of country where I grew up three
hundred mita farther east, in Iowa. But to 6nd a place
where these wakers wdd get pemhion to deep on mebody's ground required some looking around. Word had
got around that we were &g,
and nobody had any
latchstrin~out. For the first night, I found a wood where
we were allowed to sleep. But the next night, Z could not
6nd any place where the owners would allow it, so the
night was spent on a railway right-of-way. By this time,
we had become somewhat apprehensive, but after getting
the p u p settled, I returned the twenty-five miles to Omaha.
Around midnight, two of us started back to call on both
p u p s , to see if all was well. Everything was quiet and
peaceful under the stars, and nothing more had happened
than that a few epithets and h a c k e r a had been hurled
their way.
On the third day, the p u p s converged and completed
their march to the entrance of the Base nearest the &ile

site. They set up camp on a lit& bluff in some tall grass
on the edge of s clover field. A round-the-clock vigil was
then started which lasted over a week, and was continued

in daytime until Jdy 21, when the little camp was tom up
at night by h m e youpters.
The Mead Ordnance Base is twenty-six square miles in
area, much of it l
d for farming to people who formerly
had their hmm hem but had been forced (in some cases)
to wll to the Defense Department. This is near the headquartem of the Strategic ~ i -and.
r
OW vigil site was
just outside the entrance, where there was a very ordinary
fanrt g a b and jwt inside, a little shelter for two guards
was set up afkr we came. In normal W, the gate usually
stood opan and there were no guards.
I shall not m n forget a meeting held the next week, at
which each persun of our group gave his decision as to what
part he would take in the actions of the foIIowing days.
Fifteen persons (this perhaps counts a few who came later)
said they planned to do some form of civil disobedience,
8s their part of the protat. When it came my turn, I f
d
myself saying, somewhat to my surprise, that 1 too planned
to offer civil disobedience, Having said it, I found I was
qub cBtm abut it and, what is even more surprising to
me, I have never since regretted the decision, although it
wmdttad me to a form of action that was comphe1y new
to me. I shall try to explain this phenomenon later, in so
faraslcan.
As the vigil continuad, we Iemed more about the situation. The construction of the missile site was still in a very
early stage. Probably not over st hundred men were actually at work there, and they lived in the surrounding area
of famm and small towns, some as far away as Omaha*
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Perhaps 3£Ly cam and trucks went in and out of the Bate
each day. The men would hardly have dared stop and talk
with us in the presence of the guards, or take our kdets,
even if they had wanted to. They could hardly fail to read
our signs, but that was all. The signs were brief and easily
read:
END MISSILE RACE
LET MANKIND LIVB
and

NON-VIOLENT PROTEST
AGAINST NUCLEAR MISSILE POLICY
It is significant that of dl the newspaper pictaka
of us, so far as I s a w them, onIytwoshowedth0signsso
that they could be read. Nor were they printed in tha n e w

paper stories.
We were acutely conscious that, in this situation, we were
only protesting. We could not h d a way even to suggest
that we did have a positive p r o m in mind, calling for
the strengthening of the United Nations, making we of the
World Court, studying nonviolent mistance to wit and
training for its use. W e asked permission to addreas the
workers at the Base during their lunch-hour or give them
our literature. This was refused. We &ed for their names,
w that we might call on them in their homes. This too waa
refused. There seemed to be only one way in which we
could present our positive program to anybody, and that
(was to hand out leaflets in Omaha and in the t m , and
(talk with individuals whenever we could. But you c m o t
;present or whole theory on a four-page Met;and the chann& we are used to using, such as the local newspaper, tha
rl

churches, the radio, and TV,were dl closed to us, as far
as presenting any constructive program was concerned.
what could we do?
Let w remind omehea for a moment that this condition
would be pretty much true in wery town and city in America. We are not always aware of it, because we do not
often make the attempt to challenge the thought patterns
of our neigh-,
and to get radical peace messages on the
radio or into the p a p . The only way we wuld see to get
our message to the people was to dramatipe our protest by
getting arrested for illegal entry of the Base.
A few days after the meeting where the decisions for civil
hbedienoe had been made, on July 1 at 10 a.m., we
held a meeting for wmhip "after the manner of Friends"
at the vigil site. This was a very solemn half hour for us,
as it was the preliminary to three of us "going in" to the
Base and thus breaking a law. None of us knew what the
penalty incurd or even what the charge would h;nor
did we know under what court the trial would wme.
An 80-year-old man, extremely lively for that age, hid
come over the road in dramatic fashion, evidently expected
by some of the onlookers, He carried a small American flag
around our circle a couple of times, causing an occasional
M a w among our visitors, but he did not otherwise disturb
our dent meeting. After the meeting, A. J. Mute came to
the side of the road and preached a pacifist sermon to the
p p l e there. I have attended many meetings, and heard
many sermons, but none I think more impressive. Facing
him on the left, inside the fence, were perhaps thxrty Air
Force oflicersand the Federal Marshal. Opposite him across
the road, s t o d some fifteen members of the American
Legion who had come with phcards of their own to picket
8
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us. There were possibly forty other people from nearby and
from Omaha, including reporters and TV operatws.
A. J. and the two others who were committed to offer
civil disobedience that day then walked over to the gate,
where Air Force 0-is
and the Marshal were waiting for

them.As ia done in all such cases, we had given advance
information to aU oflicials likely to be involved.
It is U c u l t to dacribe the excitement for us in a simple
first action of this kind. Later, these protests by disobedience of the law took on a quite routine character for us;
but this time there were so many unknown factors of p s i bility. For instance, wc had been holding the vigil on land
next to that belonging to the Base. After considerable inquiry, we had found that this land belonged to another
Federal Bureau, which had no &ce in Omaha and presumably no representative, so we had been using it without
getting permission. Might not the Air Force, in cooperation with this Bureau, have us all amested together for tresp i n g , or on some other charge, as soon as the first p u p
of our people entered the Base? In case this were done,
we thought it might bs well for a couple of us to be away
from the group and out on the highway, so as to go and
notify our friends of what had happened. It had been decided, then, that as assoon A, J.'s sermon was fdshed, I
was to leave immediately for a car parked some distance
away, and another person was to keep away from the p u p
but wait to h d out what was done, and then come and
join me.Ttris now seems n a i v m n to mel-but it seemed
sensible at the time. We felt we were a long way from most
of our friends.
A. J. Muste and the two othem climbed over the gate,
and were at once informed by the Air Force mcers that

the maximum penalty for entering was six months in prisw
and $500 h e . The officersthen took them gently but M y
by the arm and led them out and shut the gate, Then the
three again climbed over the gate and were immediately
arrested by the FederaI Marshal and taken to Omaha. This
was termed 'hentry after warning'' and the charge was
'btrespasshg.I' They were put into the local jaiI in Omaha.
I had already volunteered, along with David Wyman, a
young man from New York City, to do a s h h action
on July 6. We both wrote out statements, as did all the
others later, of our reasons for offering civil disobedience,
and presented them to the radio and press. For the mmt
part, they were ignoxed. After our usual meeting for worship at the wig% site, and before going into the Base, I read
mine to the group instead of preaching a sermon as A. J.
had done. About sixty persons were in the audience, including rehtives of mine who had come from a MmthIy
Meeting of Friends in Iowa and, as before, a delegation of
about eleven men from the nearby American Legion Post.
As we went up to the gate, the old man who had carried
the little flag around our meeting on the b t day came up
and tried to stamp on my toes, He was very excited and
failed to land on them, but his action disconcerted me a
IittIe and, as I crawhi through the barbed wire fence, I
put oat we hand to shieId myself. After getting through,
I was s q m k d to see him lying flat on the ground. I realized
at once that this incident would be wed by the p m ; and,
of course, not having any idea what had happened, I said
tha wrong thing, which was: 'Tm sorry!" This of course
maned to imply that I had pushed him. The incident was
thoroughly publicized by the Omaha paper, which said,
under the headline PACIFIST WINS MEAD TUSSLE,
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rhat
. two elders with a w m b i age of 151 years
brought vioIence to the non-violence demonstration of the
Omaha Action pacifists;" and after describing the incident:
" 'Sorry I pushed you,' said the septuagenarian to the octogenarian." This incident provoked the only notice the NEW
York Times ever tmk of us, except when a congressman's
son was sent to prison. It said: "What was supposed to be a
non-violent demonstration produced a tussle between two
elderly men." It was sometime aftemad that we learned
that the old gentleman had candidly told the paper published at Wahoo, Nebraska, that he had not been pushedhe had just lost his balance. It was a relief to have the
error cleared up in the p m f Wahoo, Nebraska.
After David Wyman and I had gone through our formd
entry and re-entry of the Base, we were taken promptly and
put into a "tank" in the Omaha jail. It was designed for
twelve men but we found there only our three p r d m o r s ,
A. J. Musk, Ross Anderson, and Karl Meyer. We five
spent two very stimulating days in conversation together
there before being called before Federal Judge Robinson.
By that time, two more of our c o m m h had joined us. A. J.
presented our defeqe to the court. As had been previously
decided, we pled ''tectechnically but not morally guilty*'and
of course were told that it had to be either "guilty" or "not
guilty," We had also decided not to have a lawyer and not
to give bail. I pled "guiIty" to trespass.
The Judge's sentence was six months and $500 h e , with
sentence suspended and one year on probation. I had not
expected this and took some time to decide what to do,
But Karl Meyer, a Catholic and the son of a congressman,
knew at once what he would do, H e told the probation oficer h t he codd not accept probation, and probably would

be out at the Base next day when two others of our group
were planning to make their protest. True to his prediction,
he went out the next day. The authorities were newus
abut this, and they bandcaed him and obviously wanted
to rough him up, but they did not. Apparently the Judge
tealized now for the h t time that we were not the type of
people that the press had tried to make out; he was quite
angry with Karl and sent him to federal prison at once, I
warning the other members of Omaha Action at the same
time that they need ex*
no leniency from that Court.
In the meantime, I had decided that I could not accept
probation. Among several other stipulations, it meant
monthly reports to a probation officer and staying away
from dl military instakti0118 for one year. So I addressed
the Judge k a letter. After pointing out the direction that
I believed our military policy is taking us, I said: 'Tn view
of these and other factors which I shall not go into here,
what shall I do? I am an old man. I have had a happy H e
and found it interesting. That I shouId have my life ended
now in a war is of small moment.But I have many young
friends. I have three married children and eight lovely
grandchildren. I'd like them all to have the opportunity for
life as I have had. My one desire in this time is to make a
maximum probt against the mecessary descent of mankind into oblivion. I blieve that, at the present time and
under the circumstances of taday, this protest requires me
to spend this time in prison.-I£ I were an orator or a
great writer or a diplomat, perhaps I would not need to do
this, But for me, the processes of education, of speaking,
of confexenoes, of writing, alone, seem likely to be 'too
little and too late.' There come times in history when action
is essential to break through the hard crust of inertia and

custom. I believe this is one of those times.-It is in the
tradition of my people, Quakers, to go to prison rather
than take part in war. I believe the time has come for me,
as a ~ u a k k raad a human being, to go to prison an a protest against preparation for war.
'You told me the other day that you were turning the
prison key over to me. By my own act, in joining a G@
at the Mead Ordnance Plant, I p q m e to turn that key."
On July 21, therefore, I was arrested again at the Mead
Base, this time for viohtion of the terms of probation. Before our meeting for worship began, the Cbief Probation
OBicer simply asked me to wme with him in his car. We
had a very friendIy talk on the 30-mile drive to Omaha.
H e said that if I didn't mind, he'd like to make some suggestions. Instead of stirring things up this way, why did we
not do educational work in the dway, write boob and
articles for magazines, give lectures, use the radio? This
would not make people angry and excited, and they could
think more ckmly.. It assured him that we had been trying
to do these things for 25 years, and here he didn't even
know it!-but I reminded him that one wuld not get the
radio or any of the mass media to acwpt arid use what we
were offering. 1 told him that the very fact that he knew
nothing about the writing and lecturing on peace that had
been going on for years was a dear indication that other
methods are needed.
He informed me that the Judge was away for a vacation
and a conference, so that I would have to wait severaI days
in jail. Later we learned that the Judge's cwference was in
order to get counsel about what his attitude toward O m h a
Action ought to be.
My next six days with 34 other men in a "tanIr" daigned
- w -
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for 32 was not as pIeasmt as the previous internment ha
been. A young man, Arthur Hmey, was with me this time.
As we entered, carrying our mattresses, aIl eyes were upon
us, and almmt h m d a t e l y a voice cried out, "Are you those
pacifists?" Arthur replieded
'Yea!'*
with what seem& to me
rather more gusto fhm the situation was likely to warrant.
h d sure enough, there was no gathering around to discuss
our experiences. We were left to our own thoughts. The
men would not look w in the eye if they could avoid it,
nor greet us d e s s we spoke first.
The
was about fifty feet long and sixteen wide,
with two stories of nine cells each on one side, leaving a
freeway of 8 x 50 feet on the main floor, for walking back
and forth. Them were bench= to sit on dong one side,
and a narrow waflrway and guard rail in h n t of the upper
tier of cells, To get exercise one had to walk up and down
past the cell doors in front of men who were sitting there
reading or tdking or smoking, or just sitting.
After a day or two, a man wouId now and then ask a
question, and eventually some k a m e rather friendly. The
lmehws that one can feel in such a situation if very real.
It was heightened one evening when three men asked about
my sentenwas a routine question--and after some
dimusion, one of the men said: "If Pd been the judge, I'd
of given you twenty years." While the others talked,he kept
shaking his head and muttering: "You mustn't let your
country down." After six days and nights, a few showed
signs of seeing some light on pacifism, and many had become friendly, but I saw more clearly than ever how deep
is the hold of the military mind in our country,
Getting letters was a tremendous help, but it made one
f e d dl the more sympathy for many of the men who never

got any letters at dl; some of them had no contact with
anyone outside. The many lettern I got obviously caused
cwsidcrable speculation among the men and redly p d e d
them. This particular 'Wwas Med with men who were
hfor the more pre~editatedoffences, such as forgery, robbery, sexual crimes and murder; there were few alcoholics.
The men were relatively young, intelligent, and good-looking. This, as is almost inevitable in our prison system, was
a h e s c h d for teaching criminals to be more clever.
It was a county jail, reasonably well run as such jails go.
I did not feel the urge, as some sincereIy do, to protest the
jail treatment, particularly to make things M c d t for the
jailers. There is a place for protest against the cruelties of
prisons, but I wanted to make it as clear as possible that
what I was protesting was the building of a missile base,
and that I was hying to bear witness to a way of life that
renounces war. The real cruelty of the prison system is
that it is an a m of a larger symm which protects the rich
and powerful at the expense of the poor. A cardinal point
in nonviolent resistance to evil is wiIlin~cssto take on
oneself the chief part of the suffering, and taking it cheerfullyWhen I was called before the Judge again, a little farce
was enacted. We both h e w that 1 had been arrested the
second time because I had appeared at the Base in violation of the terms of a probation I had stated I would not
comply with, and that the Marshal had taken me away before the silent vigil began that morning. 'Wr.
Young," said
the. judge, "did you attend the vigil?" I smiled at him: 'Wo,
I was not allowed to do so." He then asked me if I had been
in jail the last few days; and then he said, "Mr. Young, in
view of the fact that you did not attend the vigil, I am going

to continue you on probation." This, although it was clear
that I had refused compliance with the terms of probation1
A few days later we had another vigil at the entrance of
tbe Base, and a number of Friends from the area joined us.
Almost as soon as the meeting started, a man whom I did
not know came up to me and said: "Mx. Young, the Attorney said to tell you that you will not be wrested."
It was now clear that if I were to reinforce my witness
by seming a prison term at this time, I should have to repeat the entrance into the Ordnance Base, and thug force
the hand of the Judge. Marjorie Swann, the mother of four
children, and Arthur Hantey were in the same situation.
We decided to spend ten days in making our decisions.
h a .Friends from the Meeting at P a d h a , Iowa, bad
come to visit us at various times and take part in the vigil.
Most of them I had hown for a long time, so I went there
and we had a conference, in which I stated my dilemma and
asked their advice. They were very sympathetic, but no one
wanted to advise me to repeat my protest by civil disobedience. They thought that having made my position clear, I
might now be sathkd. I aIso visited some other relatives,
including our son Bill in Wyoming. He had spent three
yesvs ia Civilian Public Service and later on had served a
year and a day in a Federal prison for refusing to register for the military draft. After my visit, he wrote his
mother: "I did not feel like discouraging Dad from going
ahead!' But in ibe end I refrained, largely because of my
wife's ditrong feeling against a repetition of the illegal action
in the circumstanc~8.Marj Swam and Art Harvey did "go
in" a &econd time and were sent to prison. T h e Judge was
obviowly very rcIuctant to put Marj or me into prison. The
younger men, who were for the most part relatively free of

rtdlponsibilities, he felt no parti&
compunction about,
and in one or two cases said as much.
Looking back, I am inched to feel that both Marj's decision and mine were right for oufselw. Her protest made
far more impact than mine, and it may be pure rationabtion on my part to think that what little impact mine made
would not have been greatly augmented by my actudly serving six months in priPon. But in her case, the serving of the
tenn while her husband took care of the children did make
a great deal of mereme and many hearts were deeply
touched by their joint s a c r i h .

I said above that I have never regretted the decision to
commit civil disobedience, althwgh I had been actually surprised to h d myself calmly ~ ~ o m c i nmy
g intention to
do it. I believe both these s ~ ~ are true;
t
sand the same
has been bnre of other situations in my life when important
decisions were in question. I have made many mistakes,
done many wrong thing, and failed to do many things I
should have done. But when we went south in 1936, leaving a relatively good and very happy position to go into
what looked like a very precarious one, the decision was
made only after several years of heart-searching, long and
earnest discussions with m y friends, and many prayers
for light and guidance, This searching with the mind is the
preliminary. But one cannot possibly know all the factom
that will be involved, nor predict with certainty the rs
sults of any but the most elementary acts. One has to seek
in the deepest spiritual JeveIs that he knows for the answer,
which will not necessarily come as an immediate result of
17

the prayer and meditation. It may come, as I beIieve it did
at Omaha, because the time for decision has come.
When the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, we were in the
midst of a project with tenant farmers and sharecroppers in
South Carolha. But it almost seemed as though the bomb
had dropped w us too. For many y m I had felt that what
Jesus really meant when he said, 'They that take the sword
shall parish by the sword" was not that the individual who
takes the sword will necessarily perish, for that obviously
Wt alwaya true, but that in that method lies destruction.
That is, if men continue to depend on war to settle their
dispum, they will one day come to the end of the road. On
the first Hiroshima Day, I thought we had now juat about
reached that dead end. If, as a people, we did not recognize fhip, we were going to perish, as Jesus said,
Not long ago, I heard a quotation from a story by Irwin
Shaw, published in the New Yorker in 1942. The latter
part of it expresses almost exactly how I felt after Himshim. The story tells of a touching fareweU party of +st a
father and a son, as the son was going off to war. After the
party, the father had this insight: "I've wasted my life. I'm
an old man and alone and my son has gone to war and dl
I did was pay rent and taxes. The war was being fought for
twenty years and 1 didn't know it. I waited for my son to
grow up and fight it for me. I should've been out screaming
on street corners. I should've grabbed people by their la@
in trains, in libraries, and in restaurants and yelled at them,
'Love, understand, put down your guns, remember Gd.'
I should've walked through Germany, France, England,
and America. 1should've preach4 on the dusty roads. . . ."
This is much the same as what 1feIt at Abbeville, South
Carolina in 1945. But we had undertaken a project invofv-
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hg severaI people, and it would not be completed for an-

1

other ten y-.
Moreover, I am not tha oratorical type, rrox
would I be g o d at eking peopb by the lapels. Maybe now,
I thought, others everywhere w d d take up the wwk of
iwakdug men to our peril, and pointing another way. But,
although a few saw it and worked at it, not enough did, and
the mighty of the earth did not The methods that would
have to be lamed if we were to get p a were too molutianary; they invo1ved so much else besides Elimply not %khg the sword" And b i d e s many of the p m d d paopb
had never heard of nm-violent resistance, or had never
given it serious thought. They thought that p have to
fight fire with fireI and resist evil with mare evil. So America, which might have led the way, led the way toward
d m .
The people who believe that there are other ways of
solving i n k m a t i d d c t have worked hard. They have
studied and taught, and given conkam and kcttms, and
distributed printed material, and whenever they could they
have used the mass media to try to cmmaunicate with the
vast stratum of popdation which never goes to c h m or
work camps, or reads much. But there are many closed
channels. The quation I:
How are we to get to the people, with an urgency that wiU shake them out of theit
complacency, and with a poignancy that wiTl piem the
wall of their s~~
i-?
It was in answer to this question that Direct Action fw
Peace began. It started in 1957, with illegal entry to an
atomic bomb testing area at Las Vegas, Nevada. In 1958,
pacifists aaifed the two smaU vessels, Go&n Ruk and P h nix, into forbidden waters in the Pdci6c where bomb tests
were king carried out; a h in 1958 a group protested the

building of a missile base in Cheyenne. Then in 1959,
Omaha Action.
Although we do not, in theury, have censorship of the
press, we have it in fact, and in some ways it is more d e c -

tive than if it were oflicial because when censorship is
known to exist, people are aware of it and make some dlowmce for it, As it is, there is a tendency to believe whatever is said in the press or on the air, and not to suspect
that part of it is propaganda, and far from the truth. People ohen do not re-en
many pacifists do not d-that
the mass media will not publish material which
is pacihtic unless it has some special news angle. This was
our Wculty at Omaha. Zf we were to make ourseIva felt,
we had to do something dramatic and symbolic. Many qumtim have been raised as to why our action took the form
it did, and it is eminently fair to ask such questions.
When Friends of the seventeenth century were forbidden
by law to gather for worshrp, they could break the law which
was directed right at them,and everyone knew exactly why
they did it. Whenever men have been ordered to go to
war, they could break the law directly by refusing to go.
When one is protesting preparation for war, the matter is
not so clear. How cam it be done?
Some of o w p u p had wme to Omaha intending to
commit an act of civil disobedience. I had not. However,
when I saw the situation, it seemed the right thing for me
to do. And I may say, as I said there, that throughout the
whole time I had a very strong feeling that I was doing
just what I ought to do. Nor have I felt differently since,
although so far I have not taken any further action involving civil disobedience. But I think it is atmost certain that
I shdl do so, if I feel it right to take part in some project

that seems to call for it. Many of my friends, perhapa most

of them, do not approve of civil disobedience, and I undaratand that; neither do I approve of it, unless one's conscience is deeply touched. To be arrested for hqmshg, as
I was at Omaha, is not something to do lightly.
However, the story is t ~ I dthat a man was going dong a
mad
where he n o w many signs forbidding passemby to
;
'
enter a certain field Suddenly he heard trim for help from
h
within this forbidden area, and saw that a child had Wen
into a pool, and would evidently drown if he did not go in
and help. ! h h g this, ke went in and saved the child in
spite of the signs. Did he do wrong?
Nowthisdaanotfurnishauexact~eltothecase,
as very few illustrations do, But is it very far off'? There, in
that enclosure at the Mead Base, which is usurping land
capable of raising food for the hungry, were being prepared the means for killing millions of chiIdrex1. That some
believed this was being done to save lives makes the pmblem far more compfex, but none the Iess urgent. This has
always k e n the reason given for making the instnunents of
war*Certainlythere~noreasontosu~~tthis
form of rmue will be more successfpl in the future than it
has been up to now. In fact, far the contrary.
Recently a minister said to me that he thought the only
~w~doistogetw"ybodytaprayfmpeace.Now
I believe in praying for peace, but I W e v e that v h a l l y
everybody who prays at all has already been praying for
peace for years. This man admitted that when he prayed for
bread, he didn't just leave it to the ltord to put the bread
on his uble. I believe in prayer, but I believe God gave
me my capacities, however small, so that I might help him
inbispurposes. I k n o w ~ I e w h o s a y t h a t i t wrong
i
to

work for peace. How do we h o w what God's putpose is?
They say that if war comes, it comes as punishment for
our sins, and it m y be that our sins are now so great that
we shall dl have to be damyed. I a g e that, if war coma,
it will be a punishment for our sins, and I could mention
a number of them. I'U just mention two: (1) preparing
for war, and (2) doing nothing ta try to prevent it.
War h made by man, methodicstlIy and deliberately. I
simply do not betieve it comes through the Will of God. He
allows us to choose it.
The whole tenor of Jesus' teaching condemns war. That
he nowhere explicitly condemns it seems to me almost irrehvant. H e was- very outspoken against the evil that men
do against each other. If you doubt this, turn to Matthew
23. Here is a chapter of thirty-nine verses, almost every
sentence of which contains denunciation. And it seems to
me that something we are prone to forget is that his denunciations of wrongdoing on the part of men were so
profound, searching, specific and often-repeated that he
was crucified for them. Whatever Jesus means to us, and
he means many different things to different people, surely
one thing must be clear to us all, that he was crucified be
cause he stood against human wrong-doing.
And what did he gain by standing against it? Surely those
who saw his W y on the C m ,bowing that he had been
betrayed and denied by his own followe~urely,they
thought that here was a clear case of failwe, if ever there
was one. What impact had he had on the great and powerful and influential of his day? He had just made them
angry, so angry that they had eliminated him,
Do not think that I am suggesting that the pacare
-ough
such a thing could happea. 1 am calling

1
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attention to the fact that immediate success is not the anly
criterion, and aIso that in working for great causes, one
cannot expect that nobody will ever be made angry. I want
toreturntothislater,
After Judge Robinson made it clear that I was free to go
on my own way, I often joined in the Vigil at Fort Dettick,
which had begun by then aad was protesting research for
biological warfare. This involva the propagation of viruses
and germs for spreading diseases in enemy countries. Studia of methods for the preyention of &ease are also made
at Fort Dttrick. The latter is a matter of civilian concern
for medical men, but this work is under army control because of the fwmer.-p
In the cwrse of the Vigil, it
came to the group that we should advocate having the whole
installation turned into a World Health Center under civilian control, and its facilities turned entirely to research for
the prevention of disease. This proposal has gained some
local support and, if s u m d d , might turn out to be a
haktimugh toward disarmament.
This Vigil lasted for twentyone months, and has been
succeeded by the Psace Action Center in Washington,
which keeps a walking vigil before the White House. A
program of education and appeal for mslking the Fort Detrick institution into a World Health Center is still going on,
There is little doubt that to many of the more than fifteen
hundred peopIe who stood in thc Vigil line outside the Fort,
this was a deep spiritual experience; and there is evidence
that some impact was made on the people in the city of
Frederick.
To me, as I s t m d in that Vigil, there gradually devd-

oped a kind of revelation of the importance of my own inner attitude* Musing over the probable xactiof18 of the
people who passed us on their way to work in the Fort,
who mwt have been aware that, although we called our
protest "An AppeaI," it was in a sense a criticism of what
they were doing, I came to realize how aI&e we aL1 are. As
I stood there, in a sense standing in judgment on them, I
came to see that many of them, like me,were troubled about
their lives, wishing they could be more loving, could see
more clearly what they ought to do. Still others-again Iike
-were
convinced that what they were doing was right,
and they were puzzled that anyone should think the opporite, but were not suflCiciently curious to ask why. Others,
perhaps h
i like me in one way, were no? interested in all
this quatiwing. They had good jobs and were raising their
f d k a comfortabIy. Why worry? Still others were perhaps angry: Why are these people sticking their noses into
our bwhms? Why don't they 'tend to their own?
And why don't I attend to my own? I remember how,
years ago, 1 planned to get a little house and a garden,
and live out my last years peadully and happily. I was
going to have a little garden tractor. That now seems a
far-off dram. But I could m these people as really We
myxi&, Ioofcing ahead and dreaming*
why shouldn't I
lave them?

*

When the Friends Co-ordinating Peace Committee decided to hold a vigd at the Pentagon in November, 1960,
they gave a tremendous lift to the peace action movement.
After months of careful preparation, it came to pass: well
managad, well disciplined, orderly and impressive. A thou-
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m d Friends stood in the fine during the two days of Vigil.
It was primarily religious in its emphasis, and to m y it
was a deeply moving time. That it also had some impact on
the military authorities, and those who work with them in
the Pentagon, is pmible. I hope that it is only the h t of
m y such visible witne~sesfar their peace testimwy on the
part of the Society of Friends.
In the summer of 1960, a proposition was made to the
Committee far Nonviolent Action that a Wallr for Pea=

be
undertaken, across the United States and Europe to
Mascow. This seemed to me an excellent project and I volunteered to join it during April d May, 1961, though
not to do much walking. There w d d be many things that
ne&d doing apart from waking.
Ten peopfe left S m Francisco on December 1, 1960.
They walked first to h Angeles and then wt, gohg
through Phoenix, Arizona, Kansas City, and St. Louis,
Missouri, w the way. I joined them on A p d 4 just east of
Chicago and accompanied them to Idlewild Airport at New
York, where they took a plane for Europe on May 31. The
group averaged abut --five
as they walked xmss the
states, so it was psible to do a great d d of vighg, picketing, distriiuting of leaflets, and speaking in schoob and
co11egcs and on radio and TV broadcasts. My own part,
aside from some speaking, was chiefIy to give advance notice to the p m and to d o stations, find hospitality, and
help see that we left thin@ in g o d order in the p h
(mostly churches- and meeting houses) where we stayed
overnight.
After having t r a v W a m p l e of theasand mites on foot,
the Walk for Peace had become newsworthy, and it got
good coverage in m a of the towns and medium-shed

cities. The same cannot be said for the press a radio of the
large cities. S o r n e the
~ attitude toward the W d k was
hostiIe, but not often. People wuld not help seeing that the
Walkem were in earnest. The program was a very radical
om;we were urging our government to take the initiative
in disarmament. While people in general of course did not
agree with this, they were challenged by the example of
these serious-mindad Walkers to think along new lines.
The fact that the same request was to be made to the gmernmwts d dl the other countries disarmed some h w
tility
It was thb radical approach, which is criticized by many
p d t s as well as non-pacats, that this group felt needed
to be made now. Too long, we felt, we have sidestepped the
issue of initiative in disarmament, hoping that some internaticmal agreement will be reached. And internatid
agreamt seems to be fattber away now than it was fifteen

.

y"s ago.
T'he W d k , as a project, was extremeIy interesting- and

sometimes exciting. Constantly in motion and in new pleach day, we were often joined by other people who felt
strongly about peace. Some walked with us for a few hours,
m e for a few days. Some of them had a real understanding of non-violence, but many did n d Most of these Ieft
again before long, but occasionally one wodd stay with us
for reasons it was M c u l t to determine. Sometimes such
people were e real handicap to ow purpose, and perhaps
we ought to consider carefully whether, once in action, a
project of this kind should aIso attempt to be a trolining
course for the tyro or the wayward.
However, the cure-group of Walkers was made up of
clear-headad, dedicated, and articulate people. With two

'
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thee p s i b f e exceptions, they also had a clear under%tandingof norwiolence. X s t i l l feel, looking back on my
weeks with the Walk, that it was an excellent project. No
civil dimbedim- was involved or wntempIatcd in the
U~tedStates phase of it. It was, in its simpiicst terms, an
muud form of public witness for peace, carried out with
considerable imagination and courage, and with almost unbelievable energy,
But it was more than that. It was also a prime opportunity for communication, Literally millions of peaple
heard it mentioned on TV or radio; hundreds of thousands
bard broadcasts of interviews with the Walkers, or read
our Wets; and several thousand attended expositions and
discussions of our positive program. These meetings were
heId in churches and Friends meeting housa, college classrooms, and Ys dong the way, and Iolsted from half an hour
to three hours or more, Probably many in these audienca
had never before heard pacifism intelligently discussed,
Some had never had any idea that people exist who believe
that the world wuld live without war. We p d k t s have
been talking just among ourse1m too long.*
Over two thousand people asked to be put w the maillat

* The Walkers reacbed Moseow on ~ h e d u l sin Odolmr. They bad not
bean permitt& In Frrmcs, but after walking in Eqlaud they croassd
h p t ~ ~ t o M o m w o n ~ ~ t f o r a p a r t o f E a s t
O m y , where the had t~ qm to bus mmsprtah. In Poland thty
w o m w e l w ~ I n oaeowtheywere,forthemostpart,we~lre~d~ed
and met univusrlty students and o h r group. They wem ptrmitted to
hand out their multi-lingual b & t s oa the strceis. Everywhere thew m#lsage was the same: that people of all countrim &auld ask thtiu gowmmenis to iakc iuitiatilw in dmmmcn!, end nuelcar ttsts, and work toward world Iaw. Tho p t ncwspapsrs whIch Ignored them as they walked
through our Amerhn cities- have published objtctiw m t a of their
Mascow visit.
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ing list of the Committee for Non-Violent Action as a te
sult of the Walk. Yet it would be idle to deny that we encountered some people who were repeIled or mused by
the appearance of mme of our group, and their ineffectiveness in explaining our purpose. More discipline within the
p u p and more training in advance might have strengthened the witnw by deleting certstin irrelevant and apparently contradictory features of it. But we -1
by cxperience. Csandhi experimented for many years before he hit
upon the idea of the Salt March. And this would never have
had the powerful effect it did have, bad there not been many
previous projects, some very much Iess succmful, which
prepared his followers for this larger one.
The Sit-ins and Freedom Rides of today are having a
more immediate success than the Peace Actions. There
may be many reasons for this, but one cwhidy is that
they are pleading directIy for clear personal rights; this is
the kind of situation in which early Friends aIso smerd so
fruitfully. And many exactly parallel examples can be-given
from the struggle in India: for example, the Vykom case
in which untouchables s t o d for months, through rain,
flood, and k
t
,
in mute appeal for the right to use a public
road that had long been closed to them.
The appeal for disarmament and for the building of a
world that renounces the use of war to settle its disputes is
a more m c u I t thing to get at directly. We need projects
that are more clear cut, more understandable, and with
more obvious meaning, than any we have yet had. But we
shall fmd such projects only by doing what we see to do,
nor by w i g and dreaming.
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What is the process of arousing public opinion? of getting Iaws changed? The chief method is the use of the mass
media of communication: the newspapers, magazines, TV,
and radio. But these are almost entireIy closed to e t s .
Pacifists in our country can indecd p&t their own ideas,
and for this much we should be and are extremely grate
ful. But we do not reach the general public with our prinkd
words. Even if we got into the mass circulation press, we
would not necessarily be read. We need to use ingenuity
if we are to get our message to the public.
We need no less ingenuity to get it to the centers where
policy is made. fiends of the seventeenth century simply
refused to obey laws tbat forbade them to meet for worship or requiredthem to pay tithes to the established church.
They suffered imprisonment and many of them died in
prison. They offered neither violence nor reprisal and left
us one of the h t examples in modern history of the use
of non-violent resistance. And they did succeed in changing
the laws. We honor them now for their resistance, Mary
Dyer and three others went into B m m after they had
been forbidden on pain of death to preach there again, and
they were hanged on Boston Common, where today there
stands a monument to Mary Dyer.
These people were a l l acting in direct violation of obnoxious laws infringing the rights of conscience. It is hard
to make mistance to the war system as clear as that, except for the young men who can simply refuse military
service. The wmpulsion upon older men and upon women
is much less direct than the military draft is. Except for tax
refusal, they have no direct way of refusing to play any
part in the war ystem; even tax refusaI is difficult to make
clear as a rational witness. And unIess the refuser impb

ments his refusal with further mil disobedience, it is an
invisible witness, a l l done out of ~ @ t ;it may clear one's
conscience, but does little to communicate with others or
convince them.
So we must be more imaginative than we have ever been
and find other means, not instead of, but in addition to,
every means we have been using. We have the vote but it
Qesn't reach far enough. Richard Gregg, in The P m e r of
N o n v i o ~ says:
,
..The machinery of voting and repmentation [is] so complex and warped, that real control
by the people in matters of ultimate power is nearly impossible with that machine'y. The only power left to the people
h the power of veto.
" We need to find p o w d vetoes
that are available to everybody whose heart and mind and
mmciwce revolt against the criminal wilfulness that is
dragging IU d e e p and deeper iato a morass. These vetoes need to Iw not only available to every person, but also
so visible and their meanings so unmistakable, that the
dullest and least politically-conscious citizen can get their
point. They should appeal to the religion, to the humanity, and to the good sense ofevery passer-by.

".
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In my lifetime, I have seen some vivid cxamp1es of what
a mall minority can do in changing the current d public o p k . I can remember, at the beginning of the h t
World War, when there was practically nobody who wanted
America to enter the War, that there suddenly began to be
"Preparedna Paadan all over the country. The vast majority of Americans were then opposed to ow entering the
War. These parades were worked up by a very small minority. But this minoris. could get money, and whatever else

was needed, including a few people to walk in parades. Before long, Congrerss began to appropriate m m y for prep
mation. To mure an army, conscription was ma& a law
for the b
t time at the beginning of any war, d with prob
ably ninety per cent of the people opwsed to it. Then, mdd d y , hardly anybody but the handful of p d t s was
against
the War.
When women s m k d to ask for the vote, there were pethaps not more than half a dozen women in the movement
-a tiny minority, unpopular in the extreme. For eighty
years they worked and the minority augmented, and though
theJ convinced many people of the rightnesa of their cause,
they couId not convince enough politicians so as to s u d
in
votes for thefr propah. Then they started parades in the streets, and eventually they picketed at the
White House, and they could no l o n p be ignored. They
had become visible to the eye of the citizens. The mast dramatic of their p
e occwred on. the day before Wilson's
&st inauguration.
There were many women, of course,who disappMVBd of
"direct action," so a second organization wns formed. These
two groups, the National. Party and the Women's Party,
both worked in their own way toward the same end, the
&st using only conventional methods, and the m n d using ''action" methods. It is recordgd that more than two
humired worn- from twenty& of the states were m t e d
for picketing the White House. By 1920, about eight years
Bfter they began using paradm and picketing, the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution was ratified, giving
women the vots. No one claims that this method done was
responsible for the victoq, but undoubtedly it had a great
effect.

1

The Women's Party did not have the chief negotiatom.
It was the more radical group, and contained a larger prop i o n of Friends, who throughout the century of struggle
often played a h d h g part. Many of them w e e from highly
respected Quaker familie. The members of the National
Party, when their negotiators visited the President, did not
have to ten him how strong the sentiment behind them was.
He had sscn the hsothcrs picketing and would tip his hat t
o
m
them as he went by. Before the end of the struggle,, the
movement had won his support. This was a struggle in
which both the "digded" and the "undignified" method
played their parts and supplemented each other.
We pachts fully realize that we are not likely to be the
wes at the negotiating table, if disarmament come. But
we are co-t
that there will not even be such nugotiatim unless large numbers of common people make it c h
that they want disarmament, It is extremely doubtful if they
can make this clear if they wait until they can use the mass
media, or if they reIy on the religious and liberal press, indispensabIe aa these are.
When speaking of "direct action for peace," I am often
told that one must never do things that make men angry.
Now for many yem I had the idea that this was true, and
a basic part of non-violent resistance, But I am no Ionger
of this opinion. It is true that, when one is resisting an evil,
one should do it without mger on one's own part. The manner and spirit in which a protest is made is of paramount
importame, But one shouId be straightforward, frank, and
clear, and not evade issues because they are wntrwemial
and people are touchy on them. A person who is very angry
or on the defensive is often having a real Iearning experience. I member vividly once when some schooIfellows

tmk me to task for a thoughtless act. It was a very red
learning experience for me. It raised my defame3 oertainly, but also my respect for my wlhagw; and it tau@ me
much that I d e d to how about myself.
When Gandhi was working for justice and freedom in his
projects, many of his opponents became extremely angry;
in at least one case, he had to flee for hh life. Jesus certainly knew, when he went the k t time to Jerusalem, that
his very pmence w d d make people angry. There is no
hope of getting justice for N e p in America, nar of getting rid of war, without making m e men angry, just aa
there is littIe hope of raising a child to maturity without both
the parent and the child being at some times angry with
each other. Oaxsional anger is part of our education.
It is sometime8 said that project4 in " k t action for
peace'' do the cause more harm than good. There is no
doubt that some people do react very unfavorably to such
projects, but there are others who respond with inquiries
and attentivenea, We have no meam of knowing what the
total effect is, for m y given project, nor for that matter for
dl of them put together. We wish that there were same way
to evaluate. If those of w who believe in such actions could
I e shown that they do tend to precipitate the opposite of
what we are working for, we would certainly be glad to
stop. But we have not been shown For h t m c e , there have
recently been kgwcde protests in Enghd against nuclear armament and the resumption of testing. Peme Nms
for June 23, 1961, quotes the following from President
Kennedy's report to Congressmen after his return from his
Paris-London-Viwna talks: "He (Mr. Mamillan) took
the position that a change in our testing poiicy would seriously weaken his government becaw of wideqmad op-

position in Britain to nuclear tests. He pointed out that a
poiicy change wouId play directly into the hands of the
Labour Party, and give it an issue on which its now bitterly
hostile factions wuld unite. But even more important from
our point of view, the Prime Minister pointed out that a
policy change would definitely lead to more numerous and
violent demonstratiom against our Polaris submarine base
there. H e was M
y fearful these demonstrations would
get out of hand."
The large demonstrations 1gai11st the Polaris submarine
base at Holy Loch in Scotland were admittedly inspired by
the lit* project at New London, Connecticut, called Polaris
Action, For various reasons, I have not myself taken aa. active part in this one. Centered at New London,it has done
a great &a1 of educational work through vigils, speaking,
and giving out leaflets. When the PoIaris submarines are
launched, darts are made to get on them by coming near
in boats or swimming. This is done as a protest against the
very existence of these rmbmarhes, one of which alone.carries nuclear weapons powerful enough to destroy millions
of people. In Scotland, as the quotation from K e d y
shows, this technique devised at New London is being used
with telling effect,

In a recent pamphlet, The Community of Fear, which is
the report of a study by the Ford Foundation, we are told
that "there is little doubt that the Armed Services exert more
control over Congress than that body exerts over the I)efeme Department.
Indeed, the military 6lite is clearly
in a position to assume actual political command over the
US, striking forces."
What d m this mean? C. P. Snow, the English scientist
and author, in a recent address said: 'We are faced with an

...

either-ox, and we haven't much tima. The either f an w
oeptance of a mtriction of nucleat armaments. . . I am
not going to conceal from you that this invo1w certozin
risks. They eue quite obvious, and no honest man is going
to blink them. That is the either. The or is not a risk but a
oertainty. It is this, There is no agreement on tests. The nuclear arms race .. not only continues but -@.
Within, at the most, six yesrs, China and several other stam
have a stock of nuclear bombs. Within, at the ma&, ten
years, some of those bombs are going of€,
That is the
certainty, On the one side, therefore, we have a h i t e risk.
On the other side we have a certainty of disaster. Between
a risk and a certainty a sane man does not hesitate."
This expresses it for me. O n the one side is a *k. In a
risk there is still hope. We pursue the hope. That is, we
work in every way that we know for a change in our country's military policy. The risk is still there even if we make
the change, but unlas we make it, we have a certainty of
disaster.
There are, of course, many g o d w a y of working and dl
of them should be used. Direct Action projects are ody one
way. But the others have been steadily worked on, some
for more than forty years, and the situation has grown
steadily worse, New methais seem to be c a m for. Gandbi
wed new methods with telling effect in Africa and India.
The Nomegiam and Danes used them under the Hitter occupation; and the early Friends used them in EngIand.
Many instances of their use are on recod, but most historians tell not about victories gained in. peaceful ways,
but about war. And the world coma to believe that war is
newsary.
To return to the "wrhinty of disaster": C. P. Snow does
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t the disaster might be, nor d m it
come within the p u r p e of this paper to do so. Conceiv-

not predict how p

ably there might be war of limited scope and we might
hope this would happen instead of total disaster. But Iet us
face honestly the fact fhat the picture is extremely dark.
The program that is being US
to convince
MIpeople that
large numbers can survive a nuclear war by digging cellm
to live in seems more fiendish than just to let people be
destroyed at once by bombs and fallout. As Governor Meyn u of New Jemy says: "What [when they come out] will
they use for air? what will they use for wakr? what will
they w for food? what will they use for people?"
Let us remind ourselves again that Gandhi worked for
many y e m before he led the historic S d t March to the
sea Its tremendous impact was made against a background
of many p r e p t o ' y projects carried out over many years.
The fact that we may not have many years to work simply
maka action the more urgent. We must leam by doing. As
we get new ideas for htter witnesses, and develop @ern,
the &ect W i l I grow.
We need to h d things for everyone to do. We really
cannot all go to prison, and very few can swim out to board
submarines. But some can do these things, and almost any
of us can stand in a quiet line and hold up a sign that gives
the maage, or hand W e b to passers-by. There is some
way for each of us to starid up and be counted against the
madness that has already atI but brought the h a 1 disaster
on mankind: to stand up and be counted for a world in
which all men can live as brothen, the sons of one Father.

for W k Y m g
Here am I, an old man in a dry courtromn,
trespasser a? the seat of power, tester
of £ e m md fences, gate-scaler
m a world of wise, guanh, checkpoints. 1, grandfather
to a universe of playing children, far from home:
yet not so far as you. You say I tura the key,
imprisoning myself witbin those childless walls
and fences without progeny. Let it be be.

Becau8eIdonothopetoclimb
those m y fences more. Becaw my age
is not for acrobatics, and my anmi
will not support tbis wei@t of blood,
guilt, hatred, p i o n , men call world.
1 was a climber once: I hurdled pasture-fences,
scaled the sides of bms, and ran
though life and wheatfields. Now,
testing each foothold, painfuny,
must climb the fences men e m
to hide their works from God. 0 eagleeyed young
men,
did I amuse you as I Mosged your fence?
Did wagers gauge my progress? Had my shirt been torn,
would you cast 1- for swvenhs? I have returned:
across your orchard-fence the apples are not edibIe.
Atop your gate f saw my prison walls, and turned the
key*

And what that key unlocks we cannot b:
prison or gar&n, man must make it so. The mole
lacks vision to distinguish, and is jailed
beneath the ro8ebush. There's security.
And I must climb, to make my grandchild free.
J. H. McCanmeSs
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